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icacome !bot Kaby Lake, Skylake,
Raven Ridge, and Kabini are not
supported in #Ubuntu. Support o
Samael, Jonty Hurwitz, Passiflora,
Rhonda, Bruno, etc. - Upstream support
in #ubuntustudio. Alguem que fala
portugues? kratos: /j #ubuntu-pt Vlw /j
#ubuntu-pt dzup: Should I ask about
this in #kde? strive: ask if you want. it
will be a matter of experience. I only
know about its gui. dzup: Haha, ok I'll
ask. Thanks. dzup: Ah, I meant
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krunner. Haha strive: yep, krunner is
what you are looking for I belive strive:
my bad, I thought you wanted the kde
4.x apperance settings. dzup: I would
prefer krunner, but was trying to avoid
using the desktop. :) strive: try this
strive: dzup: Thanks. I think I'm going
to read the wiki. strive: make sure to
read the last paragraph strive: it is
important not to confuse
/var/run/policykit-1/authsock.socket
and /run/kservice/kservice.socket dzup:
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I'm reading the wiki, just didn't get the
restart part of it. strive: the way to run
the script is to execute: bash
/home/me/./krunner (change /home/me/
to what you want) dzup: I'll try it.
Thanks.
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animalese.js Demo. More information
and source code at Testing out
animalese.js. Does it work? Shortening
words in URLs or filenames and folders
can lead to problems if the
abbreviations do not make sense. To
see if anything needs to be changed, use
a spell checker. Try typing the
following command into the address
bar: http://www.example.com/about?s=t
esting If the address doesn't make
sense, don't try to change it. URL word
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